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Convergence theorems for mappings in Banach spaces 

訓大学川崎敏治 (toshiharu.kawasaki@nifty.ne.jp)
(Toshiharu Kawasaki, Tamagawa University) 

Abstract 

In this paper we generalize the concept of acute point and we introduce some 
acute point type theorems that holds under the same assumptions as fixed point 
theorems. Furthermore we introduce some convergence theorems that holds under 
the same assumptions on parameters as fixed point theorems. 

1 Introduction 

Let H be a real Hilbert space and let C be a nonempty subset of H. A mapping T 

from C into His said to be generalized hybrid [21] if there exist a, /3 E股 suchthat 

allTx -Tyll2 + (1-a)llx -Tyll2：：：：針ITx-Yll2 + (1-/3)11x -Yll2 

for any x, y E C. Such a mapping is said to be (a, /3)-generalized hybrid. The class of all 

generalized hybrid mappings is a new class of nonlinear mappings including nonexpansive 

mappings, nonspreading mappings [23] and hybrid mappings [25]. A mapping T from C 

into His said to be nonexpansive if 

IITx -Tyll ::::; llx -YII 

for any x, y E C; nonspreading if 

2IITx -Tyll2 ~ IITx -Yll2 + IITy -xll2 

for any x, y E C; hybrid if 

3IITx -Tyll2 ~ llx -Yll2 + IITx -Yll2 + IITy -xll2 

for any x, y E C. Any nonexpansive mapping is (1, 0)-generalized hybrid; any nonspreading 

mapping is (2, 1)-generalized hybrid; any hybrid mapping is （ふ ½)-generalized hybrid. 

Motivated these mappings, in [18] Kawasaki and Takahashi introduced a new very wider 

class of mappings, called widely more generalized hybrid mappings, than the class of all 

generalized hybrid mappings. A mapping T from C into H is widely more generalized 

hybrid if there exist a, /3ぶ b,E,(,7/E股 suchthat 

allTx -Tyll2 + /3llx -Ty|12 +,IITx -Yll2 + 6llx -Yll2 

+cllx -Txll2 + (IIY -Tyll2 + TJll(x -Tx) -(y -Ty)ll2 ~ 0 
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for any x, y E C. Such a mapping is said to be (a, f3，,, o, E, (, 7))-widely more generalized 
hybrid. This class includes the class of all generalized hybrid mappings and also the class 
of all k-pseudocontractions [3] for k E [O, l]. A mapping T from C into H is called a 
k-pseudocontraction if 

IITx -Tyll2 ~ llx -Yll2 + kll(x -Tx) -(y -Ty)ll2 

for any x, y E C. Any (a,(3）-generalized hybrid mapping is (a, 1 -a, -(3，(3 -1,0, 0, 
0)-widely more generalized hybrid; any k-pseudocontraction is (1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, -k)-widely 

more generalized hybrid. Furthermore they proved some fixed point theorems [6, 8-10, 17, 
18, 20] and some ergodic theorems [6, 17, 18]. 

There are some studies on Banach space related to these results. In [27] Takahashi, 
Wong and Yao introduced the generalized nonspreading mapping and the skew-generalized 

nonspreading mapping in a Banach space. Let E be a smooth Banach space and let C be a 
nonempty subset of E. A mapping T from C into Eis said to be generalized nonspreading 
if there exist a, (3ぶ 8,c:,(E股 suchthat 

acf;(Tx, Ty)+(3ゆ(x,Ty)+'Yの(Tx,y)＋砂(x,y) 

~ c:(cf;(Ty, Tx) -cj;(Ty, x))＋〈（cj;(y,Tx)一め(y,X)) 

for any x, y E C, where J is the duality mapping on E and 

cf;(u, v) = llull2 -2〈u,Jv〉+||vii 2. 

Such a mapping is said to be (a,(3，'Y, 8, c:, ()-generalized nonspreading. A mapping T from 
C into E is said to be skew-generalized nonspreading if there exist a,(3,"f, 6, c,(E股 such
that 

acj;(Tx, Ty)+(3cj;(x, Ty)＋'Y¢(Tx, y) + 8の(x,y) 
~ c:(cf;(Ty, Tx) -cf;(y, Tx)) + ((cf;(Ty, x) -cf;(y, x)) 

for any x, y EC. Such a mapping is said to be (a,(3，1バ5,c:, ()-skew-generalized nonspread-
ing. These classes include the class of generalized hybrid mappings in a Hilbert space, 
however, it does not include the class of widely more generalized hybrid mappings. 

Motivated these results, we introduced a new class of mappings [11, 12, 14] on Ba— 

nach space corresponding to the class of all widely more generalized hybrid mappings on 

Hilbert space. Let E be a smooth Banach space and let C be a nonempty subset of 

E. A mapping T from C into E is called a generalized pseudocontraction if there exist 

0:1, 0:2,(31, /32汀1，"(2,ふ，82,c:1,c:2,(1,(2E股 suchthat 

a1の(Tx,Ty)+ a2め(Ty,Tx) + /31の(x,Ty)+ {32¢(Ty, x) 
十,1¢(Tx,y)＋,2ウ(y,Tx) + 61ウ(x,y)＋ふ2の(y,x) 
十釘の(Tx,x) + c2¢(x, Tx) + (1¢(y, Ty)+(:ゆ(Ty,y)

::; 0 
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for any x, y E C. Such a mapping is called an (a1, a2,(31'(32ごYi,,2,ふ，62ぽ1,E公 (1, 句—
generalized pseudocontraction. Let E* be the topological dual space of a strictly con-
vex, reflexive and smooth Banach space E and let C* be a nonempty subset of E*. A 
mapping T* from C* into E* is called a *-generalized pseudocontraction if there exist 

0!1, 0!2,(31,(32,,1,,2, ふ， 62, 釘， €2, 〈1, (2 E罠 suchthat 

a1¢.(T*x*, T＊が）＋ a2¢*(T＊が，T*x*)+(31¢.(x*, T*が)＋ (32¢*（T＊が，x*)

十,1¢.(T*x*，が） ＋,2の＊（が，T*x*)＋ふ¢)＊(x*，が） ＋ふ淳)*（y*'x*)

十釘_¢,(T*x*,x*) + E2c/J,(x*, T*x*) + (1¢.(y*［「＊が） ＋〈2¢*(T＊が，y*)

三〇

for any x*, y* E C*, where 

¢.(x*,y*) = llx*ll2 -2〈J-1y*,x*〉＋ ||y*ll2 

for any x*, y* E E*. Such a mapping is called an (a1, a2, /31, /32況五ふ，6年 1,c公“〇-＊-
generalized pseudocontraction. 

On the other hand, in [26] Takahashi and Takeuchi introduced a concept of attractive 
point in a Hilbert space. Let H be a real Hilbert space, let C be a nonempty subset of H 

and let T be a mapping from C into H. x E H is called an attractive point of T if 

llx-Ty||::; llx -YII 

for any y EC. Let 

A(T) = {x EH  I llx -Tyll ::; llx -YII for any y EC}. 

Furthermore they proved that the Baillon type ergodic theorem [2] for generalized hybrid 
mappings without convexity of C. 

In [27] Takahashi, Wong and Yao introduced some extensions of attractive point and 
proved some attractive point theorems on Banach spaces. x E E is an attractive point of 

T if 

¢(x, Ty) ::; ¢(x, y) 

for any y E C; x E Eis a skew-attractive point of T if 

り(Ty,x)::;¢(y,x) 

for any y EC. Let 

A(T) = {x EE  I ¢(x,Ty)::; ¢(x,y) for any y EC}; 

B(T) = {x EE  I ¢(Ty,x)::; ¢(y,x) for any y EC}. 

In [1] Atsushiba, lemoto, Kubota and Takeuchi introduced a concept of acute point as 
an extension of attractive point in a Hilbert space. Let H be a real Hilbert space, let C be 
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a nonempty subset of Hand let T be a mapping from C into Hand k E [O, l]. x E His 
called a k-acute point of T if 

llx -Tyll2 ~ llx -Yll2 + kllY -Tyll2 

for aJ1Y y E C. Let 

＆1k(T) = {x EH  I llx -Tyll2さllx-Yll2 + kllY -Tyll2 for any y E C}. 

Furthermore, using a concept of acute point, they proved convergence theorems without 
convexity of C. 

We introduced some extensions of acute point [11, 12, 14]. Let Ebe a smooth Banach 
space, let C be a nonempty subset of E, let T be a mapping from C into E and let k, £ E艮

x E E is called a (k, £)-acute point of T if 

¢(x, Ty) S ¢(x, y) + kの(y,Ty)+£の(Ty,y) 

for any y E C. x E E is called a (k, £)-skew-acute point of T if 

¢(Ty, x) S ¢(y, x) + kcp(y, Ty)+£の(Ty,y) 

for any y EC. Let 

吟，e(T)

= {x EE  I ¢(x, Ty) S ¢(x, y) + kcp(y, Ty)+£の(Ty,y) for any y E C}; 

怠，e(T)

= {x EE  I ¢(Ty,x)さ中(y,x) + kcp(y, Ty)+£の(Ty,y) for any y E C}. 

Furthermore we proved some fixed point and acute point theorems [11], and some con-
vergence theorems [12, 14]. However, acute point theorems require more assumptions on 
parameters than fixed point theorems. 

In this paper we generalize the concept of acute point and we introduce some acute 
point type theorems that holds under the same assumptions as fixed point theorems. Fur-
thermore we show that fixed point theorems are derived from acute point type theorems. 
Furthermore we introduce some convergence theorems that holds under the same assump-

tions on parameters as fixed point theorems. 

2 Generalized acute and skew-acute point 

Let Ebe a smooth Banach space, let C be a nonempty subset of E, let T be a mapping 
from C into E and let k, R, s E恥． xEE  is called a (k, R, s)-generalized acute point of T if 

s(<f>(x, Ty) -<f>(x, y)）::; kの(y,Ty)+ £¢(Ty, y) (2.1) 
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for any y EC. x EE is called a (k,£, s)-generalized skew-acute point of T if 

s(cp(Ty,x) -cp(y,x)) S kの(y,Ty)+£の(Ty,y) 

for any y EC. Let 

ふ，｛，s(T)

= {x EE I s(¢(x, Ty) -¢(x, y)) S kり(y,Ty)+ £¢(Ty, y) for any y EC}; 

怠，い(T)

= {x EE I s(¢(Ty, x)一の(y,x))s kの(y,Ty)+£の(Ty,y) for any y E C}. 

It is obvious that 

硝豆1,s1(T) C 硝辺2,s2(T)， 納以1,s2(T) C 倍柘，e2,s2(T) 

for any k1, k2, £心 E政 andfor any s1, s2 E (0, oo) with賛三信 and臼こピ；

松，£1,s1(T)つ幼松必，s2(T)，劣k1.fi,s2(T)つク松，ら，s2(T) 

(2.2) 

for any k1, k旦凶 E股andfor any s1, s2 E (-oo, 0) with 舟こピ and~ ::;ピ •Furthermore

吟，e,o(T)＝怠，e,o(T)= E 

for any (k, £) E [0, oo) x [0, oo); 

吟，e,o(T)＝函，e,o(T)= 0 

for any (k, £) E（ー(X),O]x (-oo, O] ¥ { (0, 0) }; otherwise, 

峰 e,o(T)= E or 0,象，e,o(T)= E or 0; 

however, it is generally unknown which case holds. In this way,吟，e,o(T)and沼k,e,o(T)
may be empty. However, in later discussions, under some assumptions, such cases will be 

properly ruled out. 
The following lemmas are important property characterizing them. 

Lemma 2.1. Let E be a smooth Banach space, let C be a nonempty subset of E, let T be 

a mapping from C into E and let k, £, s E股． Then吟，e,s(T)is closed and convex. 

Lemma 2.2. Let E be a smooth Banach space, let C be a nonempty subset of E, let T be 

a mapping from C into E and let k, £, s E股． Then怠，e,s(T)is closed. 

Let E* be the topological dual space of a strictly convex, reflexive and smooth Banach 
space E, let C* be a nonempty subset of E*, let T* be a mapping from C* into E* and let 

k,£,s E戦． x*E E* is called a (k, £, s)-generalized-* -acute point of T* if 

s(q;,(x*,T＊が）一の＊（x*,y*)):::;kq;,(y*,T＊が） ＋ K広(T＊が，が） （2.3) 
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for皿 yy* E C*. x* E E* is called a (k, C, s)-generalized-*-skew-acute point of T* if 

s(c/>.(T*y*,x*)-¢.(y*,x*)) :S kcf>.(y*,T*y*) +£¢.(T*yべy*) (2.4) 

for皿 yy* EC*. Let 

dk~R,s(T*) 

= ｛が EE*

勾，£，s(T*）

= ｛が EE*

s(¢.(x*, T*y*) -¢*(x*, y*）)さ k¢*(y*,T*y*)+£¢.(T*y*,y*) l. 
for any y* E C* }, 

s（叫T＊y* ， x*）—叫y*, X*))~ kcp*(y*, T*y*)＋凪(T*y*,y*)¥_ 
for any y* E C* } 

Lemma 2.3. Let E* be the topological dual space of a strictly convex, reflective and smooth 
Banach space E, let C* be a nonempty subset of E*, let T* be a mapping from C* into E* 

and let k, C, s E R Then心，8(T*)is closed and convex. 

Lemma 2.4. Let E* be the topological dual space of a strictly convex, reflexive and smooth 
Banach space E, let C* be a nonempty subset of E*, let T* be a mapping from C* into E* 

and let k,C, s E股． Then冗，e)T*)is closed. 

Lemma 2.5. Let E be a strictly convex, reflective and smooth Banach space, let C be 
a nonempty subset of E, let T be a mapping from C into E, let T* = JT 1-1 and let 
k,C,s E恥． Then

心，s(T*)= J閾，k,s(T)),況，t,s(T*)= J（幼，k,s(T)).

In particular, J（怠，f,s(T))is closed and convex and J⑭ ,f,s(T)) is closed. 

Lemma 2.6. Let E be a strictly convex and smooth Banach space, let C be a nonempty 
subset of E, let T be a mapping from C into E and let k, £, s E賊． Thenthe following 
hold. 

(1) If (k, £) E (-oo, s] x (-oo, O] ¥ { (s, O)}, then C n吟，f,s(T)is a subset of the set of all 
fixed points of T; 

(2) Jf(k,£) E (-oo,O] x (-oo,s]¥{(O,s)}, thenCn象，f,s(T)is a subset of the set of all 
fixed points of T. 

Lemma 2. 7. Let E* be a strictly convex and smooth topological dual space of a Banach 
space, let C* be a nonempty subset of E*, let T* be a mapping from C* into E* and let 

k,£ E艮． Thenthe following hold. 

(1) If (k, £) E (-oo, s] x (-oo, O] ¥ { (s, O)}, then C n“幻，.(T*)is a subset of the set of 
all fixed points of T*; 

(2) If (k, £) E (-oo, O] x (-oo, s] ¥ {(O, 1)}, then C n.S砂；｛，8(T*)is a subset of the set of 
all fixed points of T*. 
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3 Generalized acute and skew-acute point theorems 

Theorem 3.1. Let E be a reflexive and smooth Banach space, let C be a nonempty subset 

of E and letT be an (a1,a2,/31,/32,,1,12,ふ，62,E1，叫1,(2)-generalized pseudocontraction 
from C into itself. Suppose that there exists z E C such that { rn z I n E NU { 0}} is bounded 
and suppose that there exists入E[O, 1] such that 

(1 —入）（m ＋針十/1＋ふ） ＋入伍＋あ十/2＋ふi)2 O; 

入（m＋叫＋ （ 1 —入）匹＋ /32) 2〇；

入（針＋ふ） ＋ （ 1 —入）伍＋必） 2 O; 

(1 —入）釘十入<2 2 0; 

知＋（1-入）ど22 0. 

Then there exists a（ー（（1-加＋知），ー（入釘＋（1 -叫），（1 —入）（m＋針）＋叫＋叫）―
generalized acute point. 

Theorem 3.2. Let E* be the topological dual space of a strictly convex, reflexive and smooth 
Banach space E, let C* be a nonempty subset of E* and let T* be an (a1, a2, /31, /32, 11冨

ふ，6年 1,s2, (1, (2)-*-generalized pseudocontraction from C* into itself. Suppose that there 
exists z* EC* such that {(T*tz* In EN  U {O}} is bounded and suppose that there exists 
入E[O, 1] such that 

(1-入）（a1＋均＋11+ふ） ＋入（叩＋あ＋12＋必） 2O; 

入(a1＋円） ＋ （1-入）（位十応） 2O; 

入（針＋ふ） ＋ （ 1 —入）伍＋必） 2 O; 

(1-入）釘＋入<22 0; 

粕＋（1-入）E22 0. 

Then there exists a (-((1 —入）＜1 +入叫，ー（入釘＋ （ 1 —入）匂，（1 —入）（m＋出）＋入(a2＋叫）ー
generalized *-acute point. 

By Theorem 3.2 we obtain the following. 

Theorem 3.3. Let E be a strictly convex, reflexive and smooth Banach space, let C be a 

nonempty subset of E and let T be an (a1, a公 /31,/32, /1，12,ふ，ふ｝，釘，E2,(1, (2)-generalized 
pseudocontraction from C into itself. Suppose that there exists z E C such that {Tnz I n E 
NU {O}} is bounded and suppose that there exists入E[O, 1] such that 

(1 —入）（a2 + /32 + 12＋必） ＋入(0:1+ /31 + 11十ふ） 2O; 

入(a2＋叫＋ （ 1 —入）（m ＋針） 2O; 

入（あ十 6砂＋ （ 1 —入）（11 ＋ふ） 2 O; 

(1-入厨＋入(12 O; 

入<2+ (1 —入）釘 2 0. 

Then there exists a(-（入E2+ (1 —入）(1), -((1 —入）＜2+ 入釘），（1 —入）（0:2 + /32)＋入(a1+ 11))-
generalized skew-acute point. 
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4 Mean convergence theorems 

Theorem 4.1. Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space with a Frechet differentiable 

norm, let C be a nonempty subset of E and let T be an (a1, a2, /31, /32汀1,,2,ふ，必，釘，E:2,
(1, (2)-generalized pseudocontraction from C into itse[f．Suppose that there exists入E[O, 1] 
such that 

and suppose that 

(1 —入）（m ＋針＋,1+ふ） ＋入(a2＋あ十,2＋ふ1)2: 0; 

入（m＋叫＋ （1 ->.)(a2＋ふ） 2:O; 

入（/31+ 81) + (1 —入）伍＋匂 2: O; 

(1 —入）釘＋入<2 2: O; 

入(1+ (1 —入）€2 2: 0, 

.91-((1-入)<l＋入翌），―（栢＋（1-.¥)令），（1-入）（m＋い＋入(a2+"12)(T) C B(T) # 0. 

Let R be the sunny generalized nonexpansive retraction of E onto B(T). Then for any 

XE  C, 

1 
n-1 

S詞
def 
＝一

n 
LTkx 
k=O 

is weakly convergent to an element 

qE 心(1—入）く1 ＋知），ー（入紅＋（1-入）＜2),(l —入）（a1＋印＋入(<>2+12)(T), 

where q = limn→ooRT万
Additionally, if C is closed and convex and one of the following holds: 

(1) (1 —入）（a1 ＋凡＋(1)+入（⑤十,2＋叫＞ 0and入釘＋ （ 1 —入）(2 ~ 0; 

(2) (1 —入）（m ＋凡＋(1)+入(a2 ＋ /2+ 叫~ 0 and入釘＋ （ 1 —入）(2 > 0, 

then q is a fixed point of T. 

Theorem 4.2. Let E* be a uniformly convex topological dual space with a叩 chetdiffer-

entiable norm, let C* be a nonempty subset of E* and let T* be an (a1, a2サ礼あ，11,,2,
ふ，仇釘，E2,(1,い-＊-generalizedpseudocontraction from C* into itse[f．Suppose that there 

exists入E[O, 1] such that 

(1 —入）（a1 +{31 ＋/1 +ふ） ＋入(a2+{32 + 12 +'52) ~ O; 

入(a1＋,1)+ (1 —入）（a2 +{32) ~〇；

入（坊＋ふ） ＋ （ 1 —入）伍＋必）~ O; 

(1 —入）釘＋入(2 ~ 0; 

入(1+ (1-入）E2~ 0, 
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and suppose that 

“ー（（1-加＋入翌），ー（入釘十（1-加），（1-入）（al鳴）＋入(a叶 12l(T*)C心 (T*）ヂ 0.

Let R* be the sunny generalized nonexpansive retraction of E* onto禽，0(T*). Then for 

any x* EC*, 

n-1 

S訂＊竺八 t(T*lx*
n 

k=O 

is weakly convergent to an element 

q* E“ー（（1-加＋入翌），ー（入紅＋（1—入）＜2),(l-入）（al鴫）＋入(a2+12)(T*),
where q* = limn→00R*(T*tx*. 

Additionally, if C* is closed and convex and one of the following holds: 

(1) (1 —入）（m ＋凡＋(1)+入(a2＋/2＋叫＞ 0and栢＋ （ 1 —入）＜2 ~ O; 

(2) (1 -入）（m＋凡＋(1)+入（m＋12 +c砂~ 0 and栢＋ （1-入応＞〇，

then q* is a fixed point of T*. 

By Theorem 4.2 we obtain the following. 

Theorem 4.3. Let E be a strictly convex and reflexive Banach space with Kadec-Klee 

property and a uniformly Frechet differentiable norm, let C be a nonempty subset of E 

and let T be an (a1, a2,(31'(32ごYI,12,釘，必，ど1,E2, (1, (2)-generalized pseudocontraction from 
C into itse[f．Suppose that there exists入E[O, 1] such that 

suppose that 

(1-入）（a2＋あ＋/2＋ふ2)＋入(a1＋針十 /1 ＋ふ）~ O; 

入伍＋叫＋ （ 1 —入）（0:1 +(31)~ O; 

入（あ＋ふi)+ (1 —入）（/1 ＋ふ）~ O; 

(1- 入厨＋粕~ O; 

ぬ＋（1 —入）釘~ 0, 

勿＿（知＋（1-入）＜l），一（（1-加 ＋叫（1-入）（<>2+/32)＋入(a,+1,) (T) c A(T)ヂO

and suppose that 1-1 is weakly sequentially continuous. Let R* be the sunny generalized 

nonexpansive retraction of E* onto J(A(T)). Then for any x EC, 

S研坦い（国JTkx)

is weakly convergent to an element 

qE沼＿（知＋（1-狐），ー（（1-入）釘知），（1-入）（a2＋あ）＋入(a1+71)(T)，

where q = limn→oo J-1 R* JT万．

Additionally, if J(C) is closed and convexx and one of the following holds: 
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(1) (1 —入）（a2 +/32 + (2)＋入(a1+,1＋釘） ＞0 and入E2+ (1 —入）(1 ~ 0; 

(2) (1 —入）（a2 +/32 + (2) ＋入(a1 ＋ ,1 ＋釘）~ 0 and入全l+ (1 —入）(1 > 0, 

then q is a fixed point of T. 

5 Weak convergence theorems 

Theorem 5.1. Let E be a uniformly convex and uniformly sooth Banach space, let C be 

a nonempty subset of E and let T be an (0:1, 0:2,針ふ，11,12,ふ，6亨 1,c2, (1, (2)-generalized 
pseudocontraction from C into itself. Suppose that there exists入E[O, 1] such that 

and suppose that 

(1 —入）（a1 ＋出＋11+ふ） ＋入(0:2＋あ十12+ 02) ~ 0; 

入(a1＋叫＋ （1- 入）匹＋必）~ O; 

凰＋ふ） ＋ （ 1 —入）（乃＋ 62) ~ O; 

(1 —入）釘＋入(2 ~ O; 

応＋（1-入）c2~ 0, 

心 (1悩＋知），ー（知＋（1-入）(2),(l-入）（al噸 1)十入(a2+,2)(T) C B(T)ヂ0.

Let R be the sunny generalized nonexpansive retraction of E onto B(T), let {an} be a 

sequence of real numbers such that O:n E (0, 1) and lim infn→00 O:n(l -O:n) > 0 and let {xn} 

be a sequence generated by X1 E C and Xn+l = O:nXn + (l -O:n)Txn for any n E N. Then 
に｝ isweakly convergent to an element 

q E d-((1 —入）く1 ＋知），ー（入釘＋（1-加），（1-入）（m+約）＋入(a2+,2)(T), 

where q = limn→oo Rxn. 

Theorem 5.2. Let E* be a uniformly convex and uniformly sooth Banach space, let C* 

be a nonempty subset of E* and let T* be an (0:1, 0:2,糾，あ，11,12，ふ，必，釘， C公 (1,(2)-*-
generalized pseudocontraction from C* into itse[f．Suppose that there exists入E[O, 1] such 
that 

and suppose that 

(1-入）（a1＋出＋刃＋ふ） ＋入(0:2+ /32 ＋四＋必）~ O; 

入（m＋叫＋ （ 1 —入）（m ＋応）~ O; 

入（針＋ふ） ＋ （ 1 —入）（12 ＋必）~ O; 

(1-入）釘＋入(2~ 0; 

粕＋（1 —入）E2 ~ 0, 

“-*((1-A)（l ＋入t:2),- （入紅＋（1-入） (2),(l —入）（m＋約）＋入（四十,2)(T*) C沼贔(T*)=J 0. 
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Let R* be the sunny generalized nonexpansive retraction of E* onto禽，0(T*),let { O:n} be 

a sequence of real numbers such that O:n E (0, 1) and liminfn→oo O:n(l -O:n) > 0 and let 
x* E C* be a sequence generated by x「EC* and xい＝ ％咋＋ （1 -an)T*x~ for any 
n E N. Then x* E C* is weakly convergent to an element 

がE“ー（（1-加＋知），ー（入ei+(l-入）＜2),(l-入）（a1十約）＋入(a2+'Y2)(T*), 

where q* = limn→oo R*x~. 

By Theorem 5.2 we obtain the following. 

Theorem 5.3. Let E be a uniformly convex and uniformly sooth Banach space, let C be 

a nonempty subset of E and letT be an (0:1,0:2,/31,/32,,1,'Y2,81,82,1汀， Eぁ(1,(2)-generalized 

pseudocontraction from C into itself. Suppose that there exists入E[O, 1] such that 

suppose that 

(1 —入）（a2 +B2十 /2+ 82)＋入(0:1+ /31 + /1+ふ):2'.O; 

入(a2＋叫＋ （ l —入）（0:1 +坊） :2'.O; 

入(/32+ふ1)+ (1 —入）（/1 ＋ふ） :2'. O; 

(1 —入厨＋入(1 :2'. O; 

入(2+ (1 —入）釘 :2'. 0, 

叫め＋（1ー入）＜l），一（（1-入）し＋Ac1),(l-入）（a2+(32)＋入(a,+71) (T) C A(T)ヂO

and suppose that 1-1 is weakly sequentially continuous. Let R* be the sunny generalized 

nonexpansive retraction of E* onto J(A(T)), let { ctn} be a sequence of real numbers such 

that an E (0, 1) and liminfn→00an(l -an) > 0 and let {xn} be a sequence generated by 

X1 E C and Xn+I = 1-1伍 Jxn+ (1 -an)JTxn) for any n E N. Then {xn} is weakly 

convergent to an element 

qE笏＿（厨＋（1-狐），ー（（1-入）く2＋め），（1-入）（a2+(32)＋入(a戸 'Yl)(T),

where q = limn→00 1-1 R* Jxn, 
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